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'l. E. Viola.. Jr., ·1 J. H. Alc:;.:a.~·lc~e::r: :;: and A. R. Tl'ips, Lw.·I:c~.:nce 

Radiation Laborato1•y; Universi·cy of California, Bcr·lcelcy .. Cal:!.l·. 

Tile angular dis'cributions of gross and specific fission i'r~.[;-

")30 2 ll 
mentis fr·om bombardment ofc.. 0 U by 24-IvieV H and !.~8-j:'JieV 'He lmve 

" been measured. These data are analyzed in tc:L'ms of tbe Bohr angular 

distribution theory and the results are found to be consistent with 

previous interpretations based on this model. It is found that for 

2l~-I;IeV 2H bombardment the aniso'cl"OPY increases Hi tl'l increasing mass 

ratio of the fragments, vJber·ca;J, for 48-rileV 4He, the anisotropy is 

near'lY independent of mass r2~tio. Ii'or values of the fissionability 

parameter x gl"eater than 0.68, tl1e experimentally ci.er'ived values 

for the effectivci moment of inertia are substantial~y greater than 

t~l8 liJ.'leoretical predictions o:t~ c:.-Je liquid drop model. 1'!le dependence 

or t;ne effective moment of ine:ccia on angular momentum is i'oLmd to 

be sri1all wi'Gllin the range investigated hel"'e. 

-:-:· 'l'llis i·JOrk vvas suppol"'ted by the U. S. A'G:omic Energy commissio::.-1. 

L. I., Nevr York. 
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Int:eoduction 

One aspect of charged-partiqle-induced fission reactions that 

has received infrequent attention is the dependence of the anisotropy 

on the mass ratio of.the fracments. It has been reported that the 

anisotl1 0py of the products increases with increasing mass asyriUJletry 

. fo1., 238u + 22-T·feV 1H and 232Th + l~5-IvieV 1H. l, 2 Hov..rever, for 232rr:n , 

l~2-HeV ~-He and 2~?u + L~5-MeV 1H. tlle anisotropy is essen·i:;ially inde

penden:c of mass ratio. 2 :3 

This behavior has been quali taJci vely explained v:i thin Jche Bohr 

theory of fission fragment angular distributions, 4 as developed by 

Halpern and Strutinski,5 and Griffin. 6'7 According to their predic

tions, the anisotropy varies directly with square of the angular 

momentum of tlle fissioning nucleus and inversely v;itll its nuclear 

temperature and effective moment of inertia (see Section IV). 

The previous experimental results have been explained as follm'ls. 5 

Fission products for v;hich the yields increase rapidly Hith increasing 

excitation energy (e. g. lov·.J energy symmetric fission of uraniurn) 

most probably result from fission prior to neutron evaporation; 

hence, the initial temperatu1.,e of the. compound nucleus is appl.,o-

~ priate. For products with yields that are rather insensitive to 
~ 

excitation energy ( e ~g. asym.meti.,ic fission of uranium), a significant 

·fraction of t1le fission may occur after neutron emission, and 

thus at relatively low temperature. Applied. to the case of.medium 
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energy fission of uranium, a larger anisotropy would be expected 

for the asynunetric fragments because of tlleir loHer average T. li'or 

fission reactions in ·which the temperature· is in all cases only 

negligibly decreased by pre-fission neutron emission, or uniformly 

decreased independent of the final fragment mass, tlle anisotropy 
. 

is expected to be the same for all produc'cs. The above argument 

assumes no dependence of the yield i:nass pattern on angular momentum. 

We have extended the investigation of this problem by measuring; 
I 

238!T • ! angular distributions of several products from fission of u 1n- i 
i 
' 

duced by .2H and 4.tt--e. B ~ t · d l d ~h . y means o~ -ecnniques eve ope in ov er ;). 
li 

experiments, 8 ,9 we were equ.ipped to measure angulal" distributions 

with good precision. 'l'he teclmiques included vlell-standardized 

chemical procedures8 plus the use of a chamber for recoil collection 

that permitted much improved angular resolution compared to previous 

measurements.9 

Our results follow the general trends of the previous studies. 1-3 

We correlate the various results and discuss the dependence of the 

effective moment of inertia on angular momentum. A comparison with 

calculations of the liquid d~op model is presented.10 

Experimental Procedure 

Beams of 48-r.leV alpha particles and 24-MeV deuterons were 

accelerated at the Crocker 6orr cyclotron. After collimation through 

· three 0. 2-inch diameter collim.a:liors, the beam was passed into a 
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'· fission recoil-collection chamber' that. is de scribed elsevihere. 9 

T;)rpical bombarding times were from 8 to 21+ hours at beam currents 

., of 0.5 to 1.0 }.LA. 

Targets v.rere prepax'ed by vapoi'izing 150 to 200 !J.g/cm2 of UF1, r 

onto a nicl{el backing foil of thickness 220 f.Lg/cm2 • In contrast to 

previous experiments of this type, these thin targets permitted 

rheasurement of tlle angular d:Ls'cribution in both the forward and 

backward hemispheres, simultaneously. At angles of less than 60 deg 

to the target normal, the thickness of such targets is subs'cantially 

less than the range of the fission fragments. 

Cat;cher foils of 3/4 in. diameter were placed radially 5 inches. 
i' 

from the target center at 15° intervals with mean angles at 15° to ! 

90° and from 195° to 270°. The target plane coincided with the 135°-

3150 diameter. The size of the cat;che,r foils gave a spread of about 

± 4 ° in the v.,ridth of the collecting angle. For 'che small anisotropies 

encountered in these experiments, angular resolution corrections 

were neglitible. 

Two types of measurements were performed: (a) gross product 

studies, and (b) studies of individual products. First, in order to 

check the reli~bility of the system, the gross fission fragment 

angular distribution for 24-MeV deuterons incident on 238u was ·~casured 
by a differential range technique. The products were stopped in 
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·stacl:s of 0.00025 in. mylar catchers. After the bombardment these 
. ,N'-

catchers were ¢ounted on Al backing plates and the gross beta activity 

was measured with a group of end window proportional counters. T~e 

i 

.l'adia t:Lon from each catcher foil 1·ms measured systcrn.atically v,ri tll ;! 

'. 
each detector, and from the gross decay data, both the range charac-

teristics and Jche angular disJcribution were determined. These 

experiments revealed the presence of three groups of Pl"oduc ts: (a) 

a short-range group observed in tbe first mylar catcher, (b) the fission 

2 products Hith average range of approximately 2 mg/cm mylar, and (c) 

11~ 13N etc. from the activation of the mylar itself (observed only 

in the forHard hemisphere). In subsequent experiments tl)aJc involved 

radiochemical processing, a stack of three foils was used (1) a 

mylar cover which was discarded ( 2) an Al foil of 0. 001 in. Vihich 

was radio-chemically processert, and (3) an Al guard foil. Previous 

studies had shovn1 negligible production of the products studied'due 

to activation of impurities in the Al. 

The second set of measurements involved separation of the frag

ments 7.5 day 111Ag, 9.7 hour 91s:l,", 12.8 day 140Ba, and 8.1 day l3lr. 

The Al catcher foils were dissolved, inactive cax•rier was added, and . 

analysis was performed by standard. procedures· fol" one or· two of t:1e 

above products. Tlle yields we:::'e quite uniform and ust.lally greater 

than 80 percent. The samples v;ere mounted a1J.d the f3 radiation 

measured as in the gross experiments. 
. I 

Initial counting rates ranged 

from about; 600 cpm for 91sr dovm to 100 cpm fOl" l40Ba. 
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Due to the high beam intensities and tight collimation required 

fol" tlle experiments, tl1e possilJility existed Jchs.t neutrons fron 

reactions originating :Ln tbe colliwation system mie:;ht l1ave induced an 

appr8ciable ar.10unt of fissioil. ::C'l1L,: '<'ias inveutic;atec. by focusing a 

deuteron beam on tJ.-1e 'cl1amiJel~ and t£1cn inse:ctinc; a ~- inch carbon plu.g 

in place of the last collir:k't·;.:Ol". 'l'l1e beam v.Jas monito:cccl by means of 

'cne COLl)ariti ve 

collimator out, and tllen vritll it in. After a represcnta·i.Jive bombai'd-

ing time, the foils v.,rere coLmted fo1~ gross ac'civity. Only at the 

extreme forward angles were the counting rates appreciable, and the 

rahge characteristics indicated the activity to be the result -of 

acti va 'cion of the catcher fo:Lls by secondary particles. rrllis radio-

activity could be removed by chemical processing and therefore .did 

not affect the fission product studies. 

Hesults 

Various studies llave sh ovm tbat fission is preceded by full 

momentum transfer of the projectile to the target nucleus in the 

reactions considered llere. 2 " ll-l2 1tlith tbis knowledge, the angular 

distributions in the lab system can be easily t~ansformed into the 

center of mass system. 1fhe transfoi'mation para1~1eJcer TJ ·was calculated 

from the relationship 

2 T? A A J.jb b f 
1l = 2 (1) 

E A o. 

f c 
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px·ojectile, and A.t:> and A arc 1112.sses of tlle fraguent and the corn-
.L c 

pound nucleus. The kinetic energy of the fragment in the c.m. _system 

is given by E.r.a. Values of E 
:C 

:'") 

J - 0 scuay. obtained in a Drevious 
J. 

'l'he center-of..!.mO:ss angular cl.L:; trj_bution ob cc:.ined from tlle 

sho1m in Fig. 1. The angular distribution exhibits s~runetry about 

"00 -';;J , ana is in good agreement 

anisotropy ~or this 
' ,, 12 

reactJ..on. 

other measurements of tlle gross 

In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the angular distributions for selected 

fragments from deuteron and &l~)ha fission of uranium l~especti vely. 

In Fig. 2 the discrepancy between measurements at forward angles 

and those at b$-ck~;1ard angles for 111Ae; and 140Ba is attributed to an 

error in target positioning. In the subsequent experiments tllis 

error v.ras removed and no sucb discrepancy was observed. We conclude 

that the ave:rage of the results at i'orv;ard and backward angles gives 

a good representation of the angular distributions. 

Our experimental results are summarized in Fig. 4 where tl1e ani

sotropy (i.e., the differential cross section at 0° divided by that 

at 90°) is plotte·d. against Jete mass ratio 0·11-/l\). Also sl""loNn llel'e 

are similar data for 22-JI·IeV proton b-ombardment of 238
u measured by 

Collen, et a1. 1 The ratio ivL
1
.3 /I-L represents the masses of the fragr11ents 
! .L ' 

before neutron emission. 

.. ;-u 

; 
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::..s very n·E:arly independent of r.12.ss ratio. In the case of 2l~-1>1eV 

deuterons, on the other hand, there appears to be an increase in 

• J "J-'1 ·"11 ~ a~···1r 1'''' r -r~O--·o P."J.. •. j .. ,,,,-_,_l.a,1 ·:~o ~.-.ha-l~ o'or-::.p·rvod 'oy' a.rll.SOG}_,opy Wlul l C.1.·e o1.1:.; k.:.S.J-.vo.v.L - ... " """ v ~~ '"" 

238yu- -·, 2""· M';-o.y l;..Io l Cohen for -~ c:. ;:;: ~. 

Discussion 

Theoretical description of tbe ar:gular distribution of fission 

fragments involves sum .. 11ation over the angular momentum states l·Jbich 

describe the orientation of the fissioning nucleus in space, usually · 
~ 

.with respect to a beam axis.7 These states are described by (l) tbe 

tota~ angular momentum vector I of tbe fissioning nucleus, arising 

from the coupling of the target spin I0~ projectile spin S, and 

orbital angular momentu~ generated in the reaction .£, and (2) the 

projection of I on an assumed nucleo.r symmetl"'Y axis K. For reactions 

where the most probable value of .£ is large ( ( .£)"" 8), one can take 

I 'c;o be approximately equal to .£ and l"'eplace the s~ms by integrals. 5-6 

This 'creatment; characterizes the anisotropy by the parameter p whicl1 · 

is given by 

K. 

(2) 

.. 
. i 

The quan·l;i ty K
0 

2 is the mean square value of the quantum numbe~ . 

It is related to the effective moment of inertia ~ fn of a nucl~us . ve · r 

·of cylindrical symmetry as follows: 

I' 
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~~ <'· 

2 '-J 'I \._) J) 
T .J~f·'"' ( 3) 

Ko = = T ( -r-.; I. 
J e . .L 01 II 

'1 
\.) 11 and 

:! 
'i" denote mouerfts of inertia about axes parallel. a.nd \./ i 

_L, 

perpendicular to the symmetr:;.' a.:x:is. 1'lle temperature T of the fissile 

nucleus is given approx:Lmately as 

E J, and E .. are the excitation, rotational, and fission ro.c en · 

threshold energies respectively, and aD is the corresponding nucl~ar 
; ~ 

level density parameter. The experin1ental angular distributions fix 

the value of p, and Eqs. (2, 3 and 4) are employed to gain information 

about the fissile nuclei. 

It is clear that our expex'imental results, even when supplemented 

by many other studies, cannot test the separate effect of I, T and 

Jeff on. fission anisotropy. \:Je musJc make certain assumptions before· 

the theoretical frameworlc .can be used. From our results and )clwse 

of others using protons and l1e::wy ions1 - 2 ' 9, v..re a.tteii1pt to estimate .·· 

tJ.1e dcmendence of vrr on Z2/A and anrn:lar moment;um. In malcil10°' ~ eff ~ 

t~ese estimates we use angular distribution data from several reactions 

'2 leo.ding to fissile nuclei Hith almost identical values of Z /A. 
roo 

use calculaJced valu.es of T and < Ic:) along 11Jith Eqs. (2 and 3'7 to 

VJe 

. ~J-.•--n ·' J e ,;, l1 l••·a c e _,. ., • 
e.Ll 

The implicit assumption is tl1a t E·:,. is the only quantity 

tl1at is related to the mass of ·cbe final product. In other vmrds, 
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He assume that tlle angulc:n~ dist;r·ibu'cions a:ce r: decided independent 

of tl1e mass d.ist1'ibu'cions 11 
• 

In the calculation of T De hlu~t insert a value of the excitation 

energy (E·*) of the 'fi'ssile 

tlle compe·ci tion betv1een fiss~Lon ctnd neutron emission. 0ii.1Ce '.L' is 
, 

Propor·cional to ("<'·''· 'h' " 1.2. tJ.1is problem is most ir.Toortant - ~" - ~rot - ~th' ~ - -

at lower values of E*. For 1H, 2H, and 4He we consider only the 

aniso'cropies of tl1e near SY2irr•1et:..'ic pl'ociucts · (AG). This i;3 becB.use 

'cl;e pi~obability of syrn.metric fission decreases so rapidly Hith 

decreasing E*, we are justified in assuming no neutron emission 

, ,.... ~. . ,.., . . ., . , -~.. ( l2c· d 160 ) 9 1 oerore r~ss~on. ~or sys~ems a~ n~gn Ew an , we a so 

assume 11 first chance" fission because even a rather large error in 

·E* will not cause much error in T. Recent calculations by Plasil21 

also indicate this is probably a good assumption. 

. 1.5 
··v-alues of Eth were calculated from Huizenga, et al. , and Erot 

1·ms taken as 112( r 2) /2 J
0 

VJhere J
0 

is the ·momenJc of inertia of a 

rigid sphere of radius 1. 2A l/3 F. The f-ission level der1sity para

me Jeer af \'las taken .to be A/8 I'iev-1 •15 Err-ors in T ste1m·ning from the 

possibility J,;bat; Eth may decrease for large angular momentum are 

srnall be ca1..1se E·ll- ) ) Etl1 fOJ.." D I). ell s;y-s ·cems. 

: ,'. 

As a ·cost of these assump·cions, we may cite the results of tlle 

·mass ratio dependence of tlle anisoJcropy (see Fig. l~ and Hef. 2). For 

·fission of 238u with 22-JVleV 1H or 21~-=I~"loV 2
H the anisotropies for 
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asylimle tric products appear to be greater than those for s;y1mne tric 

products. This effect has been attributed to the lower ~* values for 

as~rnnetric fission due. to neutron emission before fission. For 
1 .lJ. 

fiss:Lon induced by H or He at l)i[;):Je:C' ener;_:;ie;:; tljiS effcc·c is DL-lch 

smaller p1•esumably because cJJ2c1"l[;CS in E-;:- le&d to a nmch smaller 

change in T. Hence, our results substantiate previous observations. 

It should be pointed out, ho:: .. rever, ·chat an increase in .r
11
jr f 1:1ill 

also lower T, so that for less fissionable nuclei, the anisotropy will 

not becdme independent of mass ratio until higher values of E* are 

reached (e.g. 232Tl1 + 45-HeV p, Hef. 2). 'rl1e r,mgnitude of 'cl1e 

experimental errors, as v:ell as inrsufficJ.ent information about 

r __ jr.-:-. as a function of mass division, preclude a more quanti 'ca ti ve 
r. J. 

2 8 1 2 discussion of tbe mass ratio dependence for 3 u + H or H. 

In calcLllating < I 2 ), we usually make the approximation that 

< I
2

) can be replaced by< £2 
). Tbe validity of this approximation 

has been checked by carying out the exact summations over £ and S 

prescribed by Griffin in Ref. 7. Only for tl1e cases 22-I•,IeV 1H + . 
238u and 24-MeV 2H + 238u is a difference observed~ In subsequent 

calculations the results of tl1e summations. are used for these tv.ro 

systems. For the remaining sys·tems, We use 

f, 

< I2 > ~ < £2 > = . I £2 ( 2 £ + 1) 
/!,=0 

£ 

T p,l I . ( 2£ + 1) T j, • 

£=0 

(5) 

The transmission coefficients Tp, were calculated from the optical 

1 2 11. 
model for H, H and ·He', and a parabolic potential was used for 
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12 16 c and 0 (see Table I for pararr1ete:rs). VJe do not; e:z:pect tl1e 

values of <£~)to be very sensitive to 'cl1e model chosen for heavy 

ions. 

'Tllese values o'f '( £2
) can be identified \<'Jith < I 2

) of tl1e fissile 

nuclei only if (a) compound nucleus forraa'cion (total r,lOLlenturn. and 

energy transfer) precedes all fission events, and (b) 'ci1e fission 

cross section is equal to ti·w total reaction cross section. An[sula~c 

correla.-0ion studies and ana:Lysis of tl1e an.c;ular distr:i.·ou0ion syrnmetry 

bave sbovu1 ti1at tl1e first co:c1d:i..-0ion is satisfied for all reactions 
? ll ,,-

considered here.-' -,~o Agreenent between the measured fission cross 

sections and the calculated total reaction cross section gives 

evidence that the second c.ondition is ve11 y nearly satj_sfied for 111 

and 
LL 1? 
'He r 

2')8 
Direct reactions between ~ U and various projectiles 

at "'10 -i"-leV /nucleon account for 11;:6 of tl1e total reaction Cl1 oss sec-
2 18 12 ~g 16 19 

tion for H, 14.5% for C, .L and 25/b for 0 liJe a::;sume these 
.. 209 . 

effects to be the same w~tn B~ as a target and correct the calcu-

lated values of < £2 ) for tl1ese reactions, with tl"le assumptiG-n 

that direc'G interactions at the nuclear surface consume the bighest 

possible £-waves. This correction is described in more detail in 

Ref. 19. 

In Table I we list tbe values of the various parameters used 

in the calculations and the resulting values of the effective moment 

of ine11 tia divided by the rigid body mOYnent ( J'eff/-J 
0
). These 

'-1,J.lues are shovm as a· function of x = (22/A)/50.13 in Fig. 5 and 
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a.l-'~8 a.lso l . .) :1 .J .. .. ~.. ·- 10 
P-O~CCQ as a COnClDUO~S curve lD ~lg. ~. Our experimental · 

pdints deviate substantially f~om the liquid drop values, although 

the trend is in th~ iame dir~ction. As x decreases, experiment and 

theory appear ·to converge. The liqLlid drop· saddle shapes unclel~so 

rapid deformation near x ~ 0.67: and as a result, Cohen and Swiatecki 

predict the nature of fission should differ markedly across this 

l"egion. The trend of the data may be a reflection of tllis difference e 

_Fig. 6 shows the ratio of the experimental to 'cheoretical effective 
,..... 

moment; of inertia as a function of <Ji./~.) for x ~ 0.72. He observe 

this ratio to be on the average about 60 percent greater than unity 

and to be essentially independent of < p,2 ). Tl1e deviation from unity 

may possibly be explained by tlle clloice of pa;;..~ameters (e.g. a . .,. = 
.!. 

A/or)_ -- v-1) lYle • Preliminary calculations of the effect of rotational 

energy on liquid drop shapes, carried out·by Plasil21 indicate that 

-J f~/ -J · sllould increase ·wi tb angular momentum. However..., Jchis . e .J. o 

increase is significant only for very large angular momentum •. For 

x ~ 0.72, theory predicts an 8% increase in t'r !-"" V f""' "\ 1 between e·;.. ~-o 

0 anc', 2800, the range of values studied here. The data of Fig. 6 

are consistent with such behavior. 

It should not be concluded that the near independence of 

J eff/J
0 

on < .£2 ) means that the shape of tbe nt..lcleus at the saddle 

point is constant. In no sense does -J 1v<'r fix the shape of the eff1' o · 

: ~ 
' 

., 
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nucleuo; :1. t only perm:i.. ts one to comp2.re ·v1:L th sl1o.pes predicted by a 

given nuclear model. - / Bence) arguments concerning the di~tortions 

created by rotational and vibrational forces set up within the 

nucleus under the influence of angular QOmentum and excitation 

energy are not al tere'd by OLE' data. 

One fm~ther conseqLlence of the e.::·:perj_men·cal dependence of 

'\ ;"r on x should be no cecl. v eff1Vo 1 '.C'his regards tile :! taJ.:c;et spin anomaly11 

in the Bohr angular distribution theory. Specifically, it is ob-

served thaJc the l-;. l·L(~:.J' neu. cro::.1 induced 

235u (I = 7/2) 
0 

. ,.., 2hO 
~hat rrom fission · Pu 

fission of 

( 
~ 1 ) 
.L = 2 0 

0 

'fhe'ory predicts lower anistropy for high spin targets a}c tl1e same 

angular momen:cum and excit;at;ion energy. This effect has been dis

cussed by Leachman and Sanmann22 usinr:: liauid drop. ·values of J A~ .. ._, · eff '-Jo 

Exarnination of tlle 
2?0 

.J_.!Pu comparison .is not a good test of tbe theory becaLJ.se 

inqreases about 25% between these two nuclei (~~ ~ 0.02). If one 

inserts these values into tlle theory, mal·:ing consistent assumptions 

about nL1Clear temperature, it is observed tl1at the experimental 

anisotropies are reproduced within the limits of error. Such a 

calculation is discussed in Appendix I. From the results of these 

considerations, it appears tl1at the "target spin anomaly11 arises in 

part from the rapid change 

·X "-' 0. 70. 

in .J <> ... ;(~. tlla t ell Vo · occurs in the region 
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•ro sLu,uno.r:Lzc tl1i s s l;udy; vc hD. ve e);:tended. the prev:1_ou.8ly 

reported information on the angular distributions of fission products. 

Fro@ our work and that of others: it appears that the effective 

' , J ,.. ~ < n.2 > "'=-- 0 inaepenaenc or angu~ar momentum between h 0 and ~000. Our 

rc:;s\)_lts compare well VJitll a plot of -.Jeff ver.sus z
2 /A presei1tcd by 

anomalyn in tl1e Bohr fiss:Lon ti1eory pr•obably does n"ot exist. 
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resLllts 0 ·"' c.,l· ,. e-"D~"1"".L'"1c'·-,·:--:· "i ,,.;o·~1.r J.. .1J 0 ..J\.~ '-";:-,. ~1 \,..ol.L V(...i.o..l.. o'i .J.. .l'._ model ca.l c ula 'cion s 

prior to publication, end to Dr. Bruce Vilkins for assi~tance 

Hitll other optical model calculations. 

VJe are indebted to Professor I. Halpern and Dr. F. Plasil 

for valuable discussions concerning tl::e interpretations of tlJe·se 

results. The authors acknowledge the support of the Lawrence 

Radiation Laboratory during the course of this work and the ass~s-

tance of f.1r. Peter r:Ic\'JalJGers and the crevr at tlle 60" cyclotron. 
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Cc: :J -~ :L or1s 
.\ .. 

Cen;cer of mass angular distribution for gross products 

from 24-IIleV 2
H bor.1ba::c1uent of 238u. ( D - back:~·Jar"d hemis-

pllere; 0 - r"'o-·"i·~-:-~ ·. 'C' l'--J·<'J11'l- ""'J":·1r:-.·r""') .l. . '-'~- .(,. \:..- ~-".L __.-I._; • 

. ' . 
Center of ·mass angu.lar distr:lbutiol1s for variOLl.S products 

as in Fig. l. 

Center of mass angular dist:-cibut:lons for va:r::l.ous products 
ll 230 

from L~8-r.1eV 'He bombaniment of uU. Symbols are as in Fig. l. 

for 2..)?8u - . , d - .. oomo<.u'o.e . Vil "Gf1 

and L~b-IvieV 
L.L 

0 • T 

he - o. 

a function of mass ratio (r.'I-./I·1...) 
.H L 

22 -- ·v l.. L:J r. II -! 2--.--l''le .i.-i - • ; 2Ll-- v e' ..t1 - 0 

Efi'ecti ve moment of inertia <"r di vicled by t!1e ri:c:id Veff ~ 

sp.1ere moment J
0 

as a f'unct~Lon of tl'Je fissionability para-

rneter' .x.. Symbols are as follows: tl1is work - o; Hef. 20 - t:.; 

Hef. l - 0 ; Ref. 2 - v ; Ref. 9 - U. The dashed curve 

represents the experimental points; the solid curve is from 

the liquid drop model (Ref. 10). 

Tl1e ratio of tlle experimental <'t ~,.. to tlle - Ve:rr liquid drop value 

(1i.ef. 21) is a function of aver1 age angLllal"' momentum (£2 ). 

Solid line represen·cs theoretical value for angul2.r momc.:mtum 

de·oendent J" divided by .J fOI" case- of no an.r.c:ular" "' eff eff - -

momentum vii th :x. - 0 '(? - . .._. 
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Plot of anisotropy versus neutron energy for bombardniDnt of 

Tl1e data are tllose of' ~\ef. 25 - o anci. l~cGf. 27 - o. 'I'llc 

and the dashed curve aasuDes fiosion occurs from the highest 

possible £-waves. 

Parameters involve6 in analysis of angular distribution 

data and resLllts for .J .c·.c-A"i • 
e.L.L '-'O 

TJ.1e quoted values for 'I "' ..... ('I · - vei r 1"\....o 

obtained from 22-f!ieV 1H and 21:.-HeV 2H bombardments 

der:'l.ved using po'ilel' ser•ies expansion of Ref. 7. 
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Table I 

(22/A) < £2) E-x- (HeV) Erot (HeV) Etl1 ( flleV) Psym. ~f eff/Jo 50.13 

238u 20. 72. ' 0 ~.-::. 

22 i:IeV P+ 0.722 27.2 0.1 6.4 0.15 ± 0.05 0.72 T • j·....; 

0.19 

45 NeV P+ 238u 0.722 79.0a 50.1 0 .J+ 6.4 0.26 ± 0. Oll- 0.97 + 0.18 
0.12 

24 IileV d+ 238u 0.719 6l.Ob 32.0 0.3 7.9 0.30 ± 0.06 0.90 + 0.21 
0.17 

238u 
---

48 
h 

0.728 276b 42.2 4.9 0. 91~ 0.06 NeV He'+ 1.1 ± 1.02 ± 0. 07 

125 ftleV . cl2+ 209Bi 0.717 1765c 85.0 8.0 6.6 5d ± 0.3 0.91 ± 0.06 

166 f':IeV 016+ 209Bi 0. 73 1~ 2768c 107 12.0 5.0 6.0 - 0.3 1.09 -~ o.os 

a Optical model calculations of B. ~Iilldns, Lau:cence HD.diD. t-l on Lc.:.bora tory, p1.'i va te connmmico:~:L on. 1.L'~l2 
parameters Here: V = -54 r:IeV and VI = -9 MeV for 'cl1e respect:i.'72 real and in2.sinary p2.rts of th2 DL~clec-.J:' 
potential, ~= 1.30 F for the nuclear radius, and a= b = 0.52 F for the real and imaginary potential 
diffuseness parameters. 

b Optical model calcu.la 1cions of J. R. H~lize.ngc., Argonne Na t:L onal Lo.borc. tory, J\rs;onne, I1LLnois j pT-i vc:: te 
c01mnunication. The nuclear

4
r_:>arameters for tl1e deu~ce:1ons vrere: V == -57.2 MeV, \'J = -9 !':leV, rc,= J..l:.o F, 

and a= 0.63 F. Those for He are based on J. R. rlulzenga and G. Igo, Nuclear Physics 29, lJ62 (19:52)._ 

c Calculations based on the parabolic app:c-oximc:ttion to the dlffuse nucleClf~ 8Dotentla1, descr·ibed by 
T. D. r:L'homas, Phys. Rev. 116, 703 (1959), using parameters derived for ..) U by V. E. Vj_o12., Jr. 
and T. Sikkeland, Phys. Rev. 128~ 767 (1962). _ 

)i 
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target spin it is convenient to consider fission induced by low 

ene:cgy (l-5 analysis of sucll compound systems 

is qui·ce cornplic2.ted dL.:<e to ciifficulties in defining quanti:cies such 

as tlle nuclear temperature ar:.d moment of inertia as well a;:; lG10VJing 

the energ~r gap pax'ameter applicable. to tl1e fissioning states of such 

nuclei. 

i:Je have perfon:ed an approxim2.te calcula)cion based in part on 

supercondL.lCtivi·cy considcrati01JS and using e.:;:perimental values of 

-Jeff';('}0 derived in this vwrk. 'l'l1e tl1eoretical anisotropies lmve 

been calculated according to Ref. 7 using optical model transmission 

... I . l • • .J. 2lJ. ..._ ) ) ) ~ , t J • coer:;: :J..CJ.en cs unaer cwo exc1•eme as sump cJ.ons aoou- cne £-deper;Jdei1Ce 

of fissionability: (l) that fission occurs with equal probability 

frLm all £-waves, and (2) that fission results only from the highest 

poss~ble £-waves. Neutron fission cross sections were taken from 

7-ief. 25 and Jche compound nucleus cross section was based on Hef. 21..~ .. 

The nuclear temperature is defined by 

·,. 

E..o -;~ 
1 T2 T = 0 -.. .1. 

l·ihere 

E .. ":'\ 
., 

E~' .. ~ C f::...r.oo ., .. ~ = " - .J.Jf -
.1. .1. 
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'l'be gap pc.rameter 1::. vms c:.:cbi·~~cc:.rily tc::J-;.en to be 1 .. 0 I!ieV and f == 1 

for e-e; 0 for e-o and o-e; and -1 tor o-o nuclei. The reduction 

of tl1e rigid body moment oi' :L21ertia dL1 .. e ·co pairing effects at loH 

0 - s .. ,~ C"-L' l""J- a··"'"' 'r"" '-o ··-·· ~" - l-l~Oel'o ... _-1 o_·-,"> T:--.no~ .• 23 enei gl.e. '/vc..S o._ cu .;,.. ve l,.'.vcor...:t:Lnc; lJ L.·fle Pc•l:C'l.n::; : v .J..J.;: ••· 

In general; for tn6sci excitaiions 

The results of these calcu.lations are compared VJith the . 26-27 
d2.'C2. 

in Fig. 7. It is observed tl22~t tlle experimental data are i:Iell 

bracl~eted "uy the tbeoretical curves representing tl':1e ·cvw assurnptions 

regarding fissionabiliJcy as a. function of angular momentur.1. Hence, 

witl1ii.1 the limitations of this r:wdel, tbe !30-called 11 anomaly11 in 

the Bohr theory of fission anisotropies is not apparent if one includes 

the experimentally derived differences in .J eff/.J0 "ili th nuclear 

species, and permits £-dependent fission. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulnesa of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 
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